This chapter reviews recent experimental findings applying non-linear dynamical techniques, termed non-linear elastic wave spectroscopy (NEWS), to infer progressive mechanical damage in human bone, in vitro. Standard measures of bone mechanical properties are compared where possible, including the quasi-statically derived stiffness and hysteresis. The goal is to explore whether or not the methods can ultimately be applied in vivo, for applications such as diagnosing and monitoring the progression of osteoporosis, as well as bone healing. It is shown that the NEWS methods are extremely sensitive to progressive damage, far more so than the other methods applied. The results are promising, and current discussion involves how to conduct similar experiments in vivo.
INTRODUCTION AND BACKGROUND
The non-invasive evaluation of bone biomechanical competence remains a challenge, despite the ever-growing number of physical and imaging tools available. Among existing techniques, vibration and wave propagation analysis have been found to be valuable diagnostic tools to assess bone quality. Assessment of mechanical properties of human bone in vivo by mechanical vibration analysis consists of determining the natural vibration frequencies, mode shapes and/or damping ratio. Two primary vibration techniques have been developed that excite vibrations in the bone to be measured over a frequency range of approximately 50 Hz to 1000 Hz [1] . In the first of these, termed the impulse frequency response (IFR) method, the excitation is provided by a hammer impact. In the second method, termed the bone resonance analysis (BRA) method, the measurement system consists of an electromechanical shaker which applies a sinusoidal driving force to the bone et al [27] , who reported the first use of axial transmission for monitoring fracture healing at the tibia. Modern bone quantitative ultrasound was described in 1984 by Langton et al [28] , who measured the slope of the frequency-dependent attenuation at the calcaneus to discriminate osteoporotic from non-osteoporotic women. Since then, many advances have been achieved and a variety of different sophisticated technologies capable of measuring different skeletal sites such as the heel, fingers, wrist or tibia have been introduced and evaluated [26] . Heel quantitative ultrasound (QUS) parameters are highly correlated with bone mineral density in most cases and predict future fracture risk almost as well as for central dual energy X-ray absorptiometry of the spine or hip [29] . Whereas vibration analysis yields information on whole-bone characteristics (e.g., bending rigidity), ultrasound analysis indicates local changes in bone properties (bone mineral density, microstructure, stiffness) of the segment of bone that is traversed by ultrasound [30] [31] [32] .
Vibration and ultrasonic analysis of bone have thus been shown to be sensitive to bone conditions that affect bone strength such as osteoporosis or fracture (i.e., macro-damage); however, to the knowledge of the authors, no data is available regarding direct detection of micro-damage using vibrational techniques, likely due to the fact that the elastic parameters assessed in the studies mentioned above fail to be sensitive to discontinuities at the meso or micro scale (e.g., [33] ).
Daily physiological loads resulting from walking, lifting, and weight bearing result in bone in local strains in a range of 0.05% to 0.3%, that are responsible for the generation of bone micro-cracking. Following Wolff's law, stating that bone structure is permanently adapting to the applied stresses [34] , fatigue damage initiates a bone remodeling process designed to heal micro-damage. In healthy bone, remodeling contributes to bone stiffness and toughness, allowing bone to absorb energy without failing. Fracture risk is increased when an imbalance takes place between micro-damage factors (brittleness, porosity, softness), and bone remodeling [35] . Such imbalances can occur with bone age or with the development of osteoporosis. As a consequence, aged or osteoporotic bone exhibits more micro-damage than young and healthy bone [36] . Micro-crack accumulation has been observed in subjects older than 40 years, and micro-crack density and length show an approximate exponential increase with increasing age [34, [37] [38] [39] . Of note is that at the hip, micro-crack density is twice as large for 78-year-old women than for 46-year-old women [40] underscoring the effect of bone age on fragility.
Two hypotheses may explain observed crack accumulation as a function of age. In the first, it may be due to bone age and local hypermineralization of the bone matrix. Although osteoporotic bone is highly porous and globally less dense than normal bone, its mineral content can be locally high, due to bone age. Indeed, in some regions with a low remodeling rate, osteocytes go through their lifetime (around 25 years) without being subject to remodeling [36] , and accumulate in the form of necrosed cells in the lacunae, preventing further remodeling. This leads to local hypermineralization and therefore a locally increased brittleness. Thus, aged and osteoporotic bone is locally highly brittle, in addition to being subjected to locally high stresses, because of its increased porosity. Damage can then accumulate in the form of micro-cracks that can lead to the formation of large-scale fractures [38] . Local bone age has been found to be much more important in a population of fractured subjects than in a control (non-fractured) population [36] . In the second hypothesis, damage accumulation may be due to an abnormally high remodeling rate, responsible for a considerably increased porosity, and therefore, for a higher stress concentration [40] . Micro-damage accumulation is thus potentially the result of an ensemble of complex phenomenon.
Bone micro-damage accumulation has important consequences on bone mechanical properties. It has been shown that micro-damage accumulation coincides with a decrease of bone toughness and stiffness [41] [42] [43] . Thus, micro-damage accumulation and bone fragility are strongly correlated. The accumulation of bone micro-damage has been proposed as one factor that contributes to increased skeletal fragility with age and that may increase the Application of Non-Linear Elastic Wave Spectroscopy (NEWS) 255 risk for fracture in older women. Therefore, bone micro-damage characterization in vivo could indeed provide relevant information in terms of bone quality and thus fracture risk and skeletal fragility assessment. Micro-damage can typically be quantitatively assessed invasively using histomorphometry [44] [45] [46] . In addition, newly developed high-resolution imaging techniques such as synchrotron radiation micro-computed tomography (SR-µCT) have been shown to be useful to assess micro-damage [47] . These methods provide very high resolution (up to a few microns using SR-µCT and less than a micron for histomorphometry) and are able to monitor damage accumulation during fatigue, either by placing a fatigue testing device in the synchrotron beam, or by using different fluorochromes for different fatigue states. Clearly, however, these techniques cannot be used in vivo. For instance, the resolution needed for micro-damage imaging requires lethal radiation levels, up to 28 keV in cortical bone. In addition, both techniques provide only local information, not necessarily indicative of the global or volumetric damage state.
Elastic non-linear parameters derived from dynamic wave studies show great sensitivity to damage in a variety of materials [48] [49] [50] [51] [52] . Indeed, damaged materials have proved to exhibit characteristic non-linear behaviors that can be used to infer material mechanical integrity. The physical basis of the behavior is related to damage features at scales apparently ranging from 10 -9 to at least 10 -1 m (e.g., [53] ). Damage, in the form of distributed or localized cracks for instance, results in predictable characteristics of the vibration spectrum. For example, under resonance conditions, the resonance frequency (proportional to the modulus and wave speed) has been shown to shift downward with increasing vibration amplitude, due to the presence of the mechanical damage [48] . The authors note that, in 2002, Lee et al [54] used resonance ultrasound spectroscopy (RUS) to characterize bone linear elastic moduli. However, in this study, only linear parameters were assessed and bone micro-damage was not quantified. Another important manifestation of non-linear dynamic behavior is the fact that in the presence of two pure frequency waves, wave multiplication takes place leading to the presence of sum and difference frequencies (sidebands) as well as harmonics of each wave [49, 50] . The general group of methods, all relying on monitoring spectral components for extracting the elastic non-linear behavior, is termed non-linear elastic wave spectroscopy [49] [50] [51] .
In the following, feasibility studies conducted by our groups are reviewed, demonstrating the sensitivity of non-linear dynamical parameters to progressively accumulated microdamage in vitro. In the first part is described the origin of elastic non-linearity followed by a broadly applied theory that describes the elasticity of damaged solids. Following this, experimental protocols and results for the methods presented are shown. The first method, a resonance technique known as non-linear resonant ultrasound spectroscopy (NRUS) [48, 51] , is based on the measurement of a resonance frequency shift with increasing vibration amplitude, and is applied to characterizing progressive damage in a population of human femurs. This is followed by progressive damage observations obtained from a modulation method, known as non-linear wave modulation spectroscopy (NWMS) [48, 50] , in a single human femur. Following this a discussion and conclusions are presented. The results shown are derived primarily from previous studies by the authors groups [55, 56] .
INTRODUCTION TO ELASTIC NON-LINEARITY
As noted, NEWS methods have their basis in monitoring the material elastic modulus in response to dynamic wave excitation, usually by measurement of wave distortion characteristics and their associated spectral components. In undamaged solids, most materials have small elastic non-linear response due to intrinsic anharmonicity of, for instance, the crystalline lattice-atomic level vibration. This contribution to elastic non-linearity is difficult to measure, and its net effect is to increase the material modulus under dynamic oscillatory wave forcing. In a mechanically damaged material there is an additional contribution to the material elastic non-linearity due entirely to the damage itself. It has a different physical origin. The contribution is much larger than that of the anharmonicity, by at least one to two orders of magnitude. Cracks and other soft features in the material cause the material modulus to decrease under dynamic forcing: As wave amplitude increases progressively, the material modulus decreases accordingly (i.e., the material softens), depending on the strength or magnitude of the material non-linear parameter(s). The non-linear parameter(s) has/have been empirically related to mechanical damage intensity in a number of studies (e.g., [57] [58] [59] ). There is no direct analytical relationship between damage intensity and the non-linear parameter(s), however, because the basic physics of dynamic wave/crack interaction is not well understood (e.g., [60] ). In fact, there is no direct correlation with mechanical damage in most non-destructive testing methods. Normally, a damage/undamaged result is all that is required, or empirical relations are developed so that correlation between what is measured and damage intensity can be inferred. For the moment, phenomenological models are relied on to describe the elastic behaviors, including the damage characteristics, of these materials. Thus, the non-linear parameters defined in such models are indicative of damage intensity but not a direct measure of them.
THEORY
Following the phenomenological description of stress-strain developed by Guyer and McCall [61] [62] [63] [64] , the one-dimensional constitutive relation between the stress s and the strain e can be expressed in a first approximation as,
where C is the modulus and e . = de / dt is the strain rate. The modulus is strain-amplitude and strain-rate-dependent, and is defined as,
where C 0 is the linear modulus, e is the instantaneous strain amplitude in an oscillating wave, D e is maximum (one half-peak) strain amplitude over the previous period (D e = (e max -e min ) / 2 for continuous sine wave excitation), and the function sign(e . ) = 1 for e . > 0 and sign(e . ) = -1 for e . < 0. The sign(e . ) function accounts for hysteresis in the stress-strain response of a propagating or standing wave. The parameter a is a measure of the hysteresis in stress-strain over a half wave cycle. The wave literally follows a small hysteresis loop in stress-strain as a function of time. The parameters b and d are the classical non-linear coefficients in the Taylor expansion of stress versus instantaneous strain [65] . They indicate that the modulus is strain amplitude dependent (over the wave cycle). In a classical medium like water or many single crystals, only b and d appear and they are very small in magnitude, meaning there is very little change in the modulus with dynamic strain amplitude. In a cracked or otherwise damaged material, b and d are normally at least 1 to 2 orders of magnitude larger than classical media, and are negative in value (in contrast to classical media). This means that the material modulus (and thus wave speed) decreases as wave strain amplitude increases, in contrast to classical media, where modulus and wave speed generally increase with strain amplitude. In addition, the presence of hysteresis gives distinctive attributes to the waveform and associated wave spectrum, and to the strain amplitude dependencies of harmonics versus the fundamental drive amplitude, as well as the resonance frequency. Since a wave is normally characterized in terms of its half-peak strain
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amplitude D e (or RMS strain), in a classical non-linear medium, a strain wave of frequency f 1 and amplitude D e can transform into a strain wave containing frequency components 2f 1 , 3f 1 , etc., with strain amplitudes proportional to (De) 2 , (De) 3 , etc. In the case of a purely hysteretic material, the second harmonic cannot be generated ( b = 0), and the third harmonic is predicted and observed to be quadratic with the strain amplitude of the fundamental,
). This implies that hysteresis acts as a second-order non-linearity. In medium where two sine waves D e 1 cos(2p f 1 t ) and D e 2 cos(2p f 2 t ) (ignoring the phase kx=f ) are present, the waves multiply leading to new waves that have frequencies f 1 ± f 2 with strain amplitudes proportional to bD e 1 D e 2 . When dynamic hysteresis dominates, due to the presence of mechanical damage in particular, the second-order sidebands (f 1 ± 2f 2 ) will display strain amplitudes proportional to aD e 1 D e 2 .
When a pure continuous wave (cw) frequency is applied to a sample simultaneously with an impulsive force that excites a number of the normal modes, the modes multiply with the cw frequency due to the b and a terms in Eqs. (13-1) and . Many sum and differences are created in this manner, and it tends to be a very robust approach to extracting the non-linear response of a material. The work presented that follows takes advantage of this approach, known as non-linear wave modulation spectroscopy.
In resonance, it can be shown that the resonance frequency f is proportional to the peak strain amplitude D e via the non-linear parameter a,
where f 0 is the linear (low-amplitude) resonance frequency. This equation is the basis for non-linear resonant ultrasound spectroscopy, where the frequency of the resonance peak is followed with increasing strain amplitude in order to extract a. Note that the fundamental resonance frequency is related to the wave speed and modulus. For instance, in Young's mode resonance, the wave speed c is related to f 0 and sample length L,
where r 0 is density in the unperturbed state. Thus, as frequency downshifts, the material modulus and wave speed decrease.
EXPERIMENTS
The overall approach outlined below was to progressively damage bone samples and measure their elastic non-linear response by applying NRUS or using NWMS, as a function of induced damage. In the following the samples and experiment are described.
Samples
The mid-distal part of 18 fresh human femurs obtained from cadavers (5 female and 13 male donors, mean = 81 years, SD = 13 years, range = 47 to 100 years; see Table 13-1) were assessed in the study. Samples were cut to leave 6-cm segments of the diaphysis (see Fig. 13-1 for cross-sectional view). Soft tissue was removed and the specimens were kept frozen at -20°C before measurement sessions. Specimens were then measured at room temperature, and were kept hydrated during the duration of the experiment. The ethical approval for the collection of samples was granted by the Human Ethics Committee of the 
Experimental Protocol
Fatigue damage was progressively induced in the specimens applying compressive mechanical testing (INSTRON 8500, Massachusetts, USA). For the samples subjected to the NRUS experiment, fatigue cycling was performed at 4 Hz (see Table 13 -2). The cyclic load was determined for each sample, in order to induce a constant quasi-static strain amplitude: 0.5% for the samples from female donors older than 81 years (this is the median age for hip fracture for women, and thus a lower strain was determined to be appropriate in order to avoid early failure). For the other donors a 0.6% strain was applied. For the progressive damage study using NWMS, the fatigue cycling was done at a strain amplitude of 0.5% at 4 Hz.
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To facilitate the discussion of the details of the experiments and results a notation is defined as follows: The procedure for the NRUS and NWMS studies began with the initial dynamic measurement (R 0, j or W 0 ) for all samples to determine the initial non-linearity of the material. The samples were then taken through a damage step, consisting of cyclic loading as described above (also shown in Tab. 2), during which the quasi-static measurements of F i,j and X i,j were made and the stiffness K i,j determined. The quasi-static hysteresis H i,j was also measured, if observed. After each damage step a non-linear elasticity experiment was conducted (R i, j or W i ).
Non-Linear Resonant Ultrasound Spectroscopy
To perform the resonance measurements a piezo-ceramic source (with an 8-cm-thick steel backload bonded with epoxy) was attached to the samples using phenol salicilate. Frequency sweeps with progressively increasing amplitude were performed using an apparatus from Dynamic Resonance Systems, Inc. (Powell, WY, USA). The resulting displacements at the surface of the sample were measured using a laser interferometer (BMI, SH120, France). The NRUS experimental configuration is shown in Fig. 13-2 .
In the NRUS measurements, the R i, j data consists of a suite of resonance curves, e.g., a single resonance peak excited with increasing drive amplitudes. Figure 13 -3 displays two suites of resonance curves at two different damage states i = 0 and i = 8. From the resonance peak data R i, j the non-linear parameter a i,j can be calculated by using Eq. (13-3) . Preliminary feasibility studies of the NRUS technique for bone damage assessment were demonstrated in bovine bone in a previous study [66] .
Non-Linear Wave Modulation Spectroscopy
This technique has been applied broadly in industrial materials and geomaterials (e.g., [50, 51] ). In this feasibility study, only one sample was available for testing. For the NWMS experiments in human cortical bone, the sample was bonded to the piezoelectric source in 
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the same manner as was done for the NRUS measurements. The piezoelectric source was driven at a continuous amplitude pure tone of 223 kHz to optimize the efficiency of the source and receiver bandwidth. The low-frequency vibrational modes of a bone sample were simultaneously excited by a mechanical impulse (induced by a light tap with a pen). The receiver was bonded midway between the ends of the sample as shown in Fig. 13-4 . To obtain various excitation amplitudes, the intensity of the impulse and pure tone were systematically varied (30 excitation combinations at each damage level); however, lack of calibration prevents the actual strain amplitudes from being known. Without calibration, it was necessary to look only at relative changes of the non-linear parameters from their initial values in the undamaged state. A dynamic non-linear parameter G i , a function of a i and b i , was defined and obtained by integrating the frequency spectrum containing the first-order ( f 1 ± f 2 ) and second-order ( f 1 ± 2f 2 ) sidebands in order to include the effects of multiple sidebands simultaneously. The frequency range used for this study was 215 kHz to 231 kHz. In addition, the values of the non-linear parameters b i and a i were calculated from the ratio of the first-and second-order sideband amplitudes, respectively, to the product of the source amplitudes (i.e., A 1 A 2 ). Figure 13 -5 shows load versus displacement curves for a test sample taken to failure under larger loading conditions, illustrating the well-known quasi-static non-linear and hysteretic nature of human bone. The stiffness K i,j is extracted from the slope of load-displacement curves. Only very near failure can one easily measure hysteresis. Figure 13 -3 shows sample resonance curves at increasing drive level R i, j , at damage step 0 (R 0, j ) before damage cycling commenced, and at damage step, 8 (R 8, j ), well into the damage process. Clearly, D f is more pronounced at step i = 8, meaning the associated a 8, j > a 0, j . This is quantified in Fig. 13-6 , which shows the (frequency normalized) dependence of the resonance curve peaks as a function of drive amplitude, from the data shown in Fig. 13-3 . What is clear is that at damage step 0, there is little change in the resonance peak frequency with amplitude; however, at step 8, a measurable change can be seen. From such curves, a i, j can be extracted for each damage step (i) and sample ( j). 
RESULTS

NRUS Observations
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In Fig. 13 -7, normalized a (a i, j /a 0, j ) as a function of damage step i is shown for three samples. The normalized slope of the load-displacement curve, proportional to the stiffness (K i, j /K 0, j ) and the normalized hysteresis (H i, j /H 0, j ) are shown for comparison. The striking result is the fact that there is immeasurable change in the normalized slope and hysteresis, but a i, j /a 0, j "sees" the effect of damage cycling very early on, and grows markedly with each damage session. Note that error bars are not shown, but based on repeatability measurements, conducted before the sequence began, and they are on the order of the symbol size. Figure 13-8 shows a i, j /a 0, j as a function of damage step for all data collected, in a semi-log plot. Note that there is significant variation in the response, and this is attributed to some or all of the variation to age differences in the sample population (see below). A significant observation is that all samples show a i, j /a 0, j increasing as a function (c) Ratio of final a n to initial a 0 values, providing an estimation of the quantity of damage induced before fracture. The few cases where the increase in a was considerably higher (i.e., a n / a 0 ³100, see Fig. 13-8 ) are not visible due to the scale of damage step, and that the stiffness K i, j /K 0, j and hysteresis H i, j /H 0, j show very little, if any, change with increased damage. Figure 13-9 shows absolute values of a 0, j and a n, j as a function of the sample age, here n = 7, … , 10 depending on the sample j and indicates the final damage step completed before failure of the sample occurred. In the event that the sample did not reach catastrophic failure, the value of n was taken as the final damage state, i.e., n =10. The spread in the data is large, and the authors infer that this reflects initial damage state in the population. The spread apparently increases with age; however, since the number of young donors is small, this observation should be treated with caution. Also shown in this figure are the ratios a n,j /a 0,j as a function of donor age. This plot shows how much a changed over the duration of the experiment. On average, a n, j / a 0, j increased by about 2.5 times, but in some cases, far more (see caption).
NWMS Observations
In Fig. 13-10 , the observations of loading for all damage sessions in the sample used for the NWMS study are shown [56] . It can be observed that an evolution of the sample length is present (i.e., a permanent compressional deformation); however, due to imperfections of the sample reinsertion into the load frame, as well as the possible presence of the bonding material (a residual from bonding to the transducer) remaining on the samples, this change in sample length was not used in any way for analysis. The load-displacement data was used solely for the extraction of linear fits to extract the stiffness K i (in an identical fashion as was done for the NRUS study) after each damage session from which normalized parameters are calculated and displayed. The imprecision of the quasi-static displacement measurements X i prevented the observation of any quasi-static hysteresis.
In Fig. 13-11 , an expanded view of the frequency spectrum about the continuous wave frequency is shown. Spectra from two steps are shown, i = 0 and 5. The notable difference between the two spectra is the emergence of sideband energy (solid line) around the continuous wave frequency. In contrast, at i = 0 there is no measurable sideband energy. This observation is indicative of the enhanced non-linear response with damage cycling. The non-linear parameter G i is obtained from the integral in the frequency range shown in Fig.  13-11 , excluding the continuous wave frequency peak (~221 kHz to 225 kHz). to mechanical property change than the stiffness measure, as was also seen in the NRUS experiments (see Fig. 13-7) . The respective changes are about 700% and 10%, respectively. Error bars are not noted, but are much smaller than the overall changes. The normalized a and b parameters follow a similar trend to G (see Fig. 13-13 ), as would be expected since G . Both nonlinear parameters are more sensitive than the parameter G introduced above; however, the ease of extracting either a or b from experimental data is for more difficult to do with adequate precision and certainty compared to the calculation of G must be a function of both a and b. Alone, a and b are more sensitive to damage by roughly an order of magnitude; however, they are more difficult to measure precisely and therefore the errors can be much larger. Figure 13 -14 illustrates how the values in Fig. 13-13 are obtained. Equations (13-1) and (13-2) state that the first-and second-order sidebands, associated with b i and a i , respectively, are linearly proportional to the product of the fundamental frequency amplitudes, e.g.,
Here, A is used instead of absolute e, as absolute
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values were not measured. Using all 30 excitation combinations available in each W i , it is possible to extract the non-linear parameters from a linear fit of the appropriate sideband amplitude versus the product of the excitation amplitudes. As there is no mathematical distinction between amplitudes of sum and difference frequencies (e.g., f + = f 1 + f 2 and f -= f 1 -f 2 , respectively), it should be possible to extract two identical values for a and b from, i.e., one from the sum frequency f + and one from the difference frequency f -. In reality it is not uncommon to obtain two different values (e.g., b + and b -), depending on the use of f + or f -, although the reason for this difference is not understood. This is one of the difficulties in determining one absolute a or b value. To obtain one value here, both values (e.g., a + and a -, as shown in Fig. 13-14) were calculated and the average of the two was taken as the "single" value.
DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
In this work, an overview of two non-linear dynamical methods that are derived from nonlinear elastic wave spectroscopy is presented, as applied to human bone samples in vitro, in order to demonstrate their viability as a damage diagnostic. The first method, known as non-linear resonant ultrasound spectroscopy, was applied to 18 donor samples that were progressively fatigued. Before the fatigue cycling commenced the non-linear parameter a was obtained. For comparison, quasi-static stiffness and, where possible, hysteresis were measured from the load-displacement curves, quantities that are commonly applied for the measurement of the mechanical state of the material. These measurements provided a baseline in order to characterize the initial state of the samples. The samples were then subject to ten damage sessions in a mechanical load frame, in order to progressively induce mechanical damage. Between each damage session, the same measurements of a, quasi-static stiffness and hysteresis were made. A number of samples failed before the ten sessions were applied. However, despite this, the data trends are clear. In Figs. 13-7 and 13-8, it has been shown that the non-linear parameter a is extremely sensitive to progressive damage, in contrast to quasi-static stiffness and hysteresis. Figure  13 -7 shows that a responds dramatically to the increased damage state within the first two cycling sessions, and by the last session, may increase many hundreds of times. In contrast, the quasi-static stiffness and hysteresis remain essentially unchanged, insensitive to the increasing damage intensity. Figure 13-8 shows results of a from the entire suite of samples. From this plot, it is clear that, (a) a increases as a function of induced damage intensity for all samples, and (b) that there exists a large range in individual responses. The results suggest that the non-linear response must be related to the damage intensity. In Fig. 13-9 , a has been shown as a function of donor age. The authors infer that these data illustrate that the population distribution of damage intensity before damage cycling commenced, suggesting that there is a large variation in the "damage state" of human bone that may depend on age and other factors. The observations of a as function of age and as a function of progressively induced damage underscore the differences in bone integrity in the population. Confidence in relating non-linear response to progressive damage, and in fact, correlating non-linear response with damage in general, is based on numerous studies relating these quantities in non-biologic materials. Studies that show the same trends as those measured here, include work by Morris et al [58] , where progressive damage was induced by bending in high-strength aluminum; Nagy [57] , who observed progressive damage from bending in samples of aluminum alloy, polymers, titanium matrix composite, and adhesive layers; Van Den Abeele and De Visscher [59] , who observed progressive damage induced by three-point bending in concrete; as well as work that the authors have conducted in, for instance, progressive damage in tension-cycled samples of steel (unpublished). These and many other studies support this interpretation. This chapter has also described a second NEWS method, known as non-linear wave modulation spectroscopy. This method relies on the non-linear-induced wave multiplication of two or more elastic waves at different frequencies. When the vibration spectrum, induced by an impulsive forcing, is mixed with a pure frequency, continuous wave, the method is perhaps the most robust NEWS method in existence. A hybrid of this method has been shown, where the sidebands in the frequency domain are integrated in order to obtain G a function of a and b from Eqs. (13-1) and . This result is shown in Fig.  13-12 , where the result is compared with the stiffness obtained quasi-statically. Like the NRUS results comparing a to stiffness for three samples shown in Fig. 13-7 , the non-linear response shows the sensitivity to damage early on (after the first damage session), changing by nearly 700% in contrast to the 10% change in the stiffness.
The observations suggest that if the method is to be successfully applied in vivo, statistics relating G, a, and/or b to bone damage will be very important. In future studies, it is clear that empirical relations between measured crack characteristics (e.g., crack density, length, orientation) and non-linear response will have to be developed in order to quantitatively assess damage for both in vitro and in vivo studies. The results also suggest that the method may be of value in following one individual as a function of time if in vivo application is realized.
The samples used in the work presented here had fluids removed from the samples before measuring. It is known from previous work that fluids have a large influence on elastic non-linear response (e.g., [64] ), so different magnitudes of non-linear parameters than those shown here may be expected in fluid saturated material. Furthermore, inducing sufficient strain amplitudes in order to induce non-linear response in bone in vivo will be challenging. Separating bone non-linearity from tissue non-linearity should not be a serious issue because tissue non-linearity is significantly smaller than that observed in bone, and exhibits no hysteretic term (a). That is, unless the bone non-linear response is much diminished in vivo. Moreover, measuring the signals in vivo presents its own difficulties due to wave dissipation through tissue. The authors are currently are designing methods to overcome these problems, and intend to begin in vivo studies in the near future.
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